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Since its establishment, the Vereinte Nationen Ausbildungszentrum Bundeswehr (VNAusbZBw) - the DEU UN TC - has trained a wide variety of audiences for deployments in conflict and crisis areas.

In the course of the centre's many years of existence, it has gained a wealth of experience, it and knowledge in delivering training, not least by sending instructors to missions abroad. The lessons learned in the different operational environments and threat conditions have been exploited to continuously adapt our courses to the evolving needs and requirements of various target audiences (soldiers, civilians, police) and mission frameworks.

The network of international training facilities and our cooperation with national and international partners as well as instructors provides the constant exchange of information and experience amongst the training centres of the United Nations. The multiple lessons learned thereof drive the further development of our courses which enables us to provide realistic and relevant training.

We are a NATO Accredited Education and Training Facility. Our course United Nation Military Expert on Mission (UNMEoM) has been certified by the Department of Peacekeeping Operation of the United Nations and has also reached the NATO Course certification - NATO Approved.

The following catalogue is an overview of the international courses conducted at the DEU UN TC.

We would be pleased to welcome you to one of our courses.
The DEU UN TC performs versatile and complex tasks, pursues innovative and multiservice solutions in pre-deployment training and is part of a global and multinational network.
The Quality Management System of the DEU UN TC aims at meeting the Education & Training requirements defined by NATO and the United Nations through common efforts of the organic personnel, national and international students as well as external partners pursuing a concerted system approach for the establishment, execution and further development of courses and training projects.
COOPERATION

AA Federal Foreign Office
BMI Federal Ministry of Interior
BMZ Federal Ministry for Economic Cooperation and Development

EAPTC
European Association of Peace Operations Training Centres

AECOAZ

Partnership Training and Education Centres
The DEU UN TC is part of a global and multinational network

AA Federal Foreign Office
BMI Federal Ministry of Interior
BMZ Federal Ministry for Economic Cooperation and Development
INTERNATIONAL COURSES FOR MILITARY PERSONNEL
**United Nations Military Expert on Mission Train-the-Trainers Course (UNMEoM TtT Crs)**

**Course objective**
Enable the student (OF-3 – OF-5) to perform the tasks of an instructor in the training domain “Military Expert on Mission (MEoM)”, in this case the United Nations Military Observer Course (UNMOC) Module 5 at the DEU UN TC.

**Course duration**
Five training days

**Course prerequisites**
- Mission experience as UNMO
- Valid English language proficiency level 3232 (as specified in STANAG 6001)
  - Listening (Level 3 – Professional)
  - Reading (Level 2 – Functional)
  - Speaking (Level 3 – Professional)
  - Writing (Level 2 – Functional)

**Course contents**
- Training of trainers/instructors for the conduct of the UNMEoM
- Training methodology/didactics
- Preparation of the theoretical and practical UNMEoM training

**Notes:**
By invitation only
INTERNATIONAL COURSES FOR MILITARY PERSONNEL
United Nations Military Expert on Mission Course (UNMEoM)

Course objective
Enable the students (OR-6 – OF-4) to perform their tasks as Military Expert on Mission (MEoM) – Military Advisors, Military Observers, Military Liaison – in peacekeeping operations/relief and support missions under the auspices of the United Nations (UN), the European Union (EU) or the Organisation for Security and Cooperation in Europe (OSCE), or similar organisations.

ETOC course code
MCP-CM-32120
Course certification: NATO Approved

Course duration
22 Training days

Course prerequisites
Valid English language proficiency level 2221 (as specified in STANAG 6001)
Listening (Level 2 – Functional)
Reading (Level 2 – Functional)
Speaking (Level 2 – Functional)
Writing (Level 1 – Survival)

Course contents
Patrolling
Negotiation
Meditation
Investigation
Verification
Media handling
Monitoring of areas and agreements

Notes: This course has been certified by the Department of Peacekeeping Operation of the United Nations four times in a row as meeting its pre-deployment standards. DCOS JFT certifies that the course open to NATO (and Partners) meets NATO E&IT requirements (NATO Approved).
Hostile Environment Awareness Training (HEAT)

Course objective
Enable the students to recognise, assess, avoid and manage hazardous situations in crisis areas.
Instructions on how to enhance self-protection and survivability.
Action and response training to cope with military and/or other armed force in crisis and conflict areas for effective mission accomplishment.

ETOC course code
MCP-CM-22114
Course certification: Listed

Course duration
Five training days

Course contents
Mine Awareness (Explosive Threat Awareness)
Action under fire
Battlefield impressions
Action at checkpoints, when being arrested or taken hostage
First aid (basic)
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UNMEoM TtT Crs
- 03 Jun to 09 Jun 2020
- 29 Sep to 06 Oct 2020

UNMEoM
- 10 Jun to 03 Jul 2020
- 05 Oct to 30 Oct 2020

International Courses for IO/GOs/NGOs

HEAT
- 20 Jan to 24 Jan 2020 GIZ
- 03 Feb to 07 Feb 2020 ZIF
- 24 Feb to 28 Feb 2020 ZIF
- 30 Mar to 03 Apr 2020 GIZ
- 20 Apr to 24 Apr 2020 GIZ
- 13 Jul to 17 Jul 2020 ZIF
- 20 Jul to 24 Jul 2020 GIZ
- 14 Sep to 18 Sep 2020 GIZ
- 09 Nov to 13 Nov 2020 GIZ
- 16 Nov to 20 Nov 2020 ZIF
- 30 Nov to 04 Dec 2020 GIZ
- 30 Nov to 04 Dec 2020 ZIF
HOW TO FIND DEU UN TC
DEU UN TC
Rommelstraße 31
97762 Hammelburg
Germany